We present improved algorithms for automatic fade and dissolve detection in digital video analysis. We devise new two-step algorithms for fade and dissolve detection and introduce a method for eliminating false positives from a list of detected candidate transitions. In our detailed study of these gradual shot transitions, our objective has been to accurately classify the type of transitions (fade-in, fade-out, and dissolve) and to precisely locate the boundary of the transitions. This distinguishes our work from early work in scene change detection which focuses on identifying the existence of a transition rather than its precise temporal extent. We evaluate our algorithms against two other commonly used methods on a comprehensive data set, and demonstrate the improved performance due to our enhancements.
INTRODUCTION
Video segmentation, often performed by detecting transitions occurring between shots, is a fundamental process in automatic video analysis. A shot in a video is defined as an unbroken sequence of images of a real or animated world captured between a camera's "record" and "stop" operations [l] . Shots are joined together in the editing stage of video (post) production with either sharp cuts between them or using gradual visual effects such as fades and dissolves in order to form a complete story sequence and to convey a specific meaning or a mood of the events portrayed in the video. Detecting shots and the type of transitions present between them is extremely useful in analyzing the inter-and intra-shot relationships for high level video interpretation. Locating shots aids in improving video compression [2] .
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the problem of automatic detection of gradual shot transitions such as fades and dissolves. While many excellent techniques have been proposed in the literature for shot detection [2, 3, 1, 41, we found in our study of several of these that many enhancements could be incorporated to render them more accurate and robust especially when dealing with a wide range of manifestation of these effects in videos of many different genres. In detecting these gradual transitions, our primary objective is to accurately classify and measure the temporal extent of a transition. Further, we also concentrate on testing the algorithms on a comprehensive data set.
This paper proposes the following enhancements to gradual transition detection algorithms: We improve the previous work on production model based techniques [2, 31 with new two-step algorithms for detecting fades and dissolves. Instead of selecting thresholds based on the traditional trialand-error approach, robust adaptive thresholds are derived analytically from the mathematical models of transitions in our approach. In addition, we also propose a simple, yet effective technique for eliminating false positives from a list of detected transitions. This verification process is performed after the fade and dissolve detectors have been executed. Finally, our algorithms have been tested on variety of data and their performance shown to be more accurate and reliable when compared with two other commonly used methods including a commercial software.
IMPROVED FADE DETECTION TECHNIQUE
During a fade, an image or a frame in a video sequence gradually darkens and is replaced by another image which either fades in or begins abruptly [5] . A fade-out occurs when the picture information gradually disappears, leaving a blank screen. A fade-in occurs when the picture gradually appears from a black screen. Enhancements to ordinary fades would include fading inlout to a white screen or other dominant colours. Fades are used often to denote time transitions. Fade-outlin combinations can also indicate relative mood and pace between shots. The fades can be used to separate different TV program elements such as the main show material from commercial blocks [6] .
We start with the production model of a fade as described in [3] . Fade-in and fade-out often occur together as a fade group. More specifically, a fade group starts with a shot fading out to a color C which is then followed by a sequence of monochrome frames of color C, and it ends with a shot fading in from color C. Fade groups formed this way are often referred to as a single fade. Alattar [3] detects fades by recording all negative spikes in the second derivative of frame luminance variance curve and ensuring that the first derivative of luminance mean curve is relatively constant next to a negative spike. [7] proposes detecting fades by fitting a regression line on the frame standard deviation curve. We present further extensions to these techniques.
During fade transitions, as detailed in [6], frame luminance mean values move linearly towards C, the fading color, while variance curves of fade-out and fade-in frame sequences have a half-parabolic shape independent of C. The salient features of our enhanced two-step fade detection algorithm are the following:
1. Existence of monochrome frames is a very good clue for detecting all potential fades, and they are used in our algorithm as the first step in recognizing the existence of a fade. In a quick fade, the monochrome sequence may last only one frame while in a slower fade it would last up to 100 frames. However, we can apply a smaller constraint (e.g., 2 sec.) on the length of fade-in and fade-out components. Therefore, locating monochrome frames is the first step in our algorithm.
2. Earlier work [3] shows that large negative spikes appear near the start of a fade-out and near the end of a fade-in on the second derivative curve of luminance variance. While [3] uses only these negative spikes for detecting dissolves, we observe that motion also would cause such spikes. It can be seen from our simulations shown in Figure l (a) that two relatively large negative spikes are actually present at the end of the fade-in (near frame 420), and only the second spike corresponds to a real boundary. Therefore, for robustness we should search for all spikes near a monochrome sequence until conditions discussed in the next step (3) are not satisfied. This forms the second step of our algorithm.
3. The first derivative of mean remains relatively constant and does not change its sign during a fade-out or a fade-in (see Figure l(b) ). Since in real videos, the mean feature would be distorted by motion, some smoothing operation needs be applied to the mean difference curve before examining the constancy of its sign within a potential fade region. Similarly, depending on whether it is a fade-in or a fade-out, the variance of fading frames will increase or decrease rapidly. This establishes another constraint for testing the existence of fades in our algorithm.
4. We also constrain the variance of the starting frame of a fade-out and the ending frame of a fade-in to be above a threshold to eliminate false positives caused by dark scenes, thus preventing them from being considered as monochrome frames.
ENHANCEMENTS TO DISSOLVE DETECTION
A dissolve is a combination of a fade out and fade in, superimposed on the same film strip [5] . A dissolve occurs when one whole picture fades away while another whole picture appears. It provides a smooth restful transition, with its speed affecting the overall mood and flow of video sequences. Dissolves are often used in dance and music pieces and in some transitions in drama. It is also used in live sports to separate slow motion replays from the live action. Our approach to dissolve detection is based again on the production model of an ideal dissolve. A fade can be considered as a special dissolve where one shot is composed of monochrome frames. Therefore, similar to a fade, during a dissolve transition, the luminance mean curve changes in a linear fashion, while the luminance variance curve has a parabolic shape. This means the first order difference of the mean curve should be constant during a dissolve, while that of the variance curve should change in a linear fashion. If we take the second order difference of the luminance variance curve, two large negative spikes should appear at the start and end of the dissolve similar to the case of fade transitions. In fact, this feature is the basis for dissolve detection approach proposed by [2] . However, our study of real dissolves suggests that these negative spikes are not easily obvious during dissolves when compared to fades due to noise and motion. Therefore, we ignore these negative spikes in our dissolve algorithm. Instead, we look for other clues that can signal the existence of a dissolve, and for various constraints to eliminate false positives. Let the two shots producing the dissolves be with luminance variances w l and 212, respectively. We assume that shots making up a dissolve have variance of at least 2, and that the duration of a dissolve never exceeds frames ('& depends on the video frame rate). The first assumption can at times lead to misses, since dissolves near monochrome frames do exist, albeit relatively uncommon. The second assumption is very reasonable, since it is unlikely to have a dissolve lasting longer than 2 seconds. Based on these assumptions, the following steps form the basis of our algorithm.
1.
Developing further the mathematical model of a dissolve starting at frame s and ending at frame e presented in [2] , we algebraically establish that the first order difference t Y of the variance curve changes linearly from a negative value of -=VI(< --1
at frame s to a positive value of at frame e -1. Therefore, the existence of all dissolves can be triggered by all zero crossing sequences in the tY curve whose start value is below a negative threshold, which then continuously increases, and then the end value is above a positive threshold. In the actual implementation, to reduce the effect of noise and motion we smooth out the curve before searching for these zero crossing sequences.
2. Due to the smoothing operation, the position of the negative and positive peaks of the t Y curve caused by a dissolve is no longer coincident with its actual position in the ideal case. We can adjust these positions by moving the position of the negative peak backward until the value of t Y increases beyond a negative threshold. Similarly, the position of the positive peak is moved forward until the value of t Y drops below a positive threshold.
has a parabolic shape during a dissolve. It obtains the minimum value of at frame number r) = (we ignore the fact that frame number must be an integer). From this, we have: (Figure 2(b) ) together show that all points lie below a line, say y = 2/4 -200; therefore, the differBy now we already have a set of constraints on the shape of the parabolic curve to eliminate false positives caused by motion. However, these conditions only guide us to set appropriate thresholds. In order to cope with the effects of noise and motion, in the implementation we use lower thresholds.
The variance curve

FALSE POSITIVE TRANSITION ELIMINATION
Excluding complex graphics transition effects, changes in lighting, noise, object and camera motion are sources for false detection with shot transition detection algorithms. While those caused by long and fast camera operation can be eliminated by performing a "motion transition removal" test [4, 81, we propose a simple method based on color histogram difference for eliminating other kinds of false positives. Frames belonging to the same shot should be similar if there is no transition in the scene space, i.e., due to camera movements. Once fades and dissolves are detected, for each declared transition, we examine the shot preceding the transition and the shot succeeding it. This transition is declared to be a false positive if the difference between an arbitrary frame from the first shot and some arbitrary frame from the second shot is less than an empirically determined threshold, and is eliminated. This technique can effectively prevent common effects such as flash lights, close-up objects moving in front of the camera, key-in, and other momentary noise.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
ence between-the s t k frame and the middle frame of a dissolve should be greater than % -200. The same condition applies to the difference between the end we have:
In order to test our enhanced fade and dissolve detection algorithms on a diverse data set, we collected around 8 hours sports, music, and cartoons telecast on different channels on different days and at different times, and encoded them in the MPEG-1 format. Some clips were recorded more than 5 years ago. A portion of this set (about 1/1/2 to 2hrs of frame and middle frame of a dissolve. In addition, Of video data from Tv programs Of news, commercials, 
E +c -2 c = data) was used to test the proposed algorithms and it contained a total of 1373 cuts, 297 dissolve transitions, and 1 11 fades. We compared the performance of our algorithms with WebFlix, a commercial tool available for editing MPEG videos and also with an implementation of a simple version of the twin-comparison technique [8] . Instead of fine tuning the latter [8] , we employed 5 pairs of thresholds, and for each test video and for each type of transition, we chose its best result and used it for comparison. Our algorithm for detecting dissolves performs better than WebFlix and the twin-comparison approach. It obtains a reasonable good level of recall of around 82%, while that for twin-comparison is 76%. This suggests that our algorithm would be able to detect those dissolves whose color histogram differences between two consecutive frames is small, and which are not detected by twin-comparison. The accuracy of our algorithm is also much better than twincomparison, since most of the false positives are eliminated by different thresholds set on mean and variance curves. The performance of WebFlix in detecting dissolves is quite poor, as it misses nearly 50% of dissolves while only around 25% of its dissolves is correct. The performance of our fade detection algorithm is very good. Overall, it can detect 93% of fades, and 90% of declared fades are correct. In addition, the algorithm obtains a very high score of 97% and 99% in cover-precision and cover-recall [6] , respectively. The lowest performance of our fade detection algorithm is on news videos and it obtains a precision level of only 63%. However, this only slightly affects the overall results, since fades are uncommon in newscasts [6] .
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented our improved algorithms for detecting different types of shot transition effects such as fades and dissolves. Based on the mathematical models for producing ideal fades and dissolves, different clues (e.g., monochrome frames) for discovering the existence of these effects are proposed, and constraints on the characteristics of frame luminance mean and variance curves are derived analytically in our approach to eliminate false positives caused by camera and object motion during gradual transitions. We also present an effective technique for eliminating false positives from a list of detected transitions. We evaluate our algorithms against two other methods for shot transition detection, WebFlix and twin-comparison, on a variety of videos and demonstrate the better performance of our techniques in terms of recall, precision, cover-recall, and cover-precision.
